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East Belfast Images Of Ireland
East Belfast MP Gavin Robinson has endorsed Sir Jeffrey Donaldson and expressed his “full support” for fellow MP Sir Jeffrey Donaldson to become the next leader of the DUP. Sir Jeffrey confirmed he ...
East Belfast MP Gavin Robinson endorses Sir Jeffrey in leadership battle
The chaos erupted in Belfast ... GETTY IMAGES In an interview with the Telegraph on Apr 8, the Government’s former top adviser on Northern Ireland hit out at “grossly irresponsible ...
Northern Ireland riots: Why is there violence in Belfast?
Northern Ireland has seen more than a week of nightly violence partly fueled by frustration among pro-British unionists over post-Brexit trade barriers. Courtroom sketches from the trial of former ...
Photos of the week
In 1907, Belfast boasted the largest docks in Ireland where more than 6,000 men ... their mother in France recognized them from newspaper photos. Their father had snatched them from their home ...
Taking the Kids -- and learning about the origins of the Titanic in Belfast, Northern Ireland
A bus has been hijacked and set on fire in Belfast amid ... to the Northern Ireland Protocol and drugs seizures against a dissident faction of the UDA in south-east Antrim have also been blamed.
Belfast riots: Bus hijacked and set on fire as stones thrown at police officers
Rioters clashed outside the peace wall that divides east and west Belfast on Wednesday night ... Government’s former top adviser on Northern Ireland has hit out at “grossly irresponsible ...
'Grossly irresponsible' to blame Brexit for Northern Ireland unrest, says former top Government adviser
A bus was hijacked and set on fire near an interface in Belfast after violence broke out again in Northern Ireland on Wednesday ... Photo by Charles McQuillan/Getty Images The North’s First ...
Northern Ireland: Bus hijacked and set on fire as disorder continues
Nearly every night for almost two weeks, there's been rioting in Northern Ireland. The police describe ... to Act,” it calls on the youths of East Belfast to “defend” their area.
Northern Ireland: The role of social media in stirring up unrest
The Dublin and Belfast governments suspected ... in northern France, bound for Ireland. The drone of their diesel engines could be heard along the Irish east coast. Historian Brian Barton argues ...
The Belfast Blitz and a night that briefly united Ireland
A FILM has been created to show how the community in east Belfast responded to the pandemic. Uplifting stories of how people pulled together and businesses diversified are told in East Belfast ...
Film tells story of how community in east Belfast responded to coronavirus pandemic
Brexit’s Northern Ireland Protocol appears to be at the ... “The prevention of the erosion of our identity is now our priority. East Belfast Battalion.” Irish foreign affairs minister ...
Northern Ireland violence: A timeline of the clashes erupting in Belfast and Derry
A young boy discovered an air rifle while playing in east Belfast. The gun was found hidden in the Pitt Park area on Sunday evening. It was later removed by a resident and police were informed.
Young boy finds air rifle while playing in east Belfast
BELFAST, Northern Ireland ... when there is a problem in the Middle East,” he said, referencing the anti-Israel sentiment that runs strong throughout Ireland. Just like in the 1970s, the ...
As in 1970s, Northern Ireland’s Jews look to weather violence in Belfast
Thomas Lee Ross has been charged with attempted murder over the incident in east Belfast. Police told the ... according to a Police Service of Northern Ireland (PSNI) detective.
East Belfast: Man charged with attempted murder machete attack
BELFAST, Northern Ireland ... when there is a problem in the Middle East,” he said, referencing the anti-Israel sentiment that runs strong throughout Ireland. Just like in the 1970s, the ...
As it did decades ago, Northern Ireland’s Jewish community looks to weather the storm of violence on the streets of Belfast
The struggle over whether 1020 Cooper Avenue should host affordable housing reveals a spreading demographic darkness and likely population decline in the surrounding East Aspen neighborhood that ...
Ireland: The lights go down in East Aspen
Northern Ireland ... scenes in Belfast on Wednesday. In Newtownabbey and Carrickfergus, the PSNI believes paramilitary involvement is partly to do with a rogue faction - the South East Antrim ...
Belfast riots explained: What is fuelling violence in Northern Ireland?
A bus was hijacked and set on fire in Belfast last night – April 7 – marking the sixth night of unrest and violence in Northern Ireland ... against the South East Antrim Ulster Defence ...
Northern Ireland riots 2021: why has there been violence in Belfast, Carrickfergus and Derry?
East Belfast MP Gavin Robinson has expressed his “full support” for fellow MP Sir Jeffrey Donaldson to become the next leader of the DUP.
East Belfast MP Gavin Robinson endorses Sir Jeffrey Donaldson
(JTA) Northern Ireland’s capital of Belfast has been plagued by familiar ... We only feel threatened when there is a problem in the Middle East,” he said, referencing the anti-Israel sentiment ...
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